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When cash welfare became a temporary program with work requirements
(Temporary Assistance for Needy Families, TANF) in 1997, many former
recipients successfully made the transition from welfare to work. But those
with substantial barriers to employment continue to struggle. Similarly, lowincome parents with unpaid child support obligations often face significant
obstacles to finding and keeping a job. Together, these groups form a
substantial share of the “hard-to-employ.” This brief explores their challenges
and current research on a range of programs to address their difficulties and
connect them to employment.1

Barriers to work include low education and physical or
mental illness.
Research has documented that the substantial barriers to work faced by hardto-employ populations include low education, physical or mental health issues
(such as depression), caregiving responsibilities for a disabled child, recent
experience of domestic violence, criminal history, lack of transportation,
lack of social capital, learning disabilities, limited work experience, housing
instability, and substance use problems.2 Child support orders can constitute
an additional barrier to formal employment for noncustodial parents who
don’t earn enough to cover their own living expenses after paying child
support (which may make formal employment less attractive).3 Figures 1 and 2
(see page 2) show the prevalence of select barriers. These obstacles to work
suggest a need to develop specialized programs to meet the needs of the most
disadvantaged TANF clients and noncustodial parents.

The most disadvantaged individuals require innovative
and intensive strategies.

Some cash welfare clients and
disadvantaged parents with child support
obligations have significant barriers to
finding and keeping a job.
Barriers include low education, physical
or mental health issues, criminal history,
caregiving responsibilities for a disabled
child, and recent experience of domestic
violence.
Approaches include caseworkers
providing personal attention and robust
supports; incentives for employment
and/or child support compliance; and
interventions informed by behavioral
science.

Some TANF programs assess clients to identify their barriers, while hiring
specialized staff or limiting caseload size for staff assigned more difficult cases.4
This allows caseworkers to provide intensive case management and more
supportive services to address participants’ barriers.5 Evaluations have found
that such comprehensive strategies, when combined with a strong emphasis on
rapid participation in employment activities or work, can increase employment
for the hard-to-employ, compared with standard agency services.6
Many child support agencies are moving beyond a sole focus on collections
to develop intensive work-focused case management and services similar to
those used in TANF. Employment services include individualized employment
plans, job search assistance, job readiness training, job application assistance,
interviewing skills, and education obtainment.7 Some TANF programs provide
monetary or nonmonetary incentives to program participants to motivate them
to engage in workforce development activities and employment.8 Similarly,
some employment-related programs that target noncustodial parents have
utilized incentives to encourage program participation and employment.9

Strengths-based interventions and coaching show
promise.
A number of TANF agencies are helping clients assess and access their
strengths to achieve their personal goals, based on the belief that people are
most successful at achieving their goals when they identify and utilize their
strengths, abilities, and assets.10 Motivational interviewing focuses on using an
empathic, supportive counseling style to help increase individuals’ motivation
to change. Strengths-based interventions have been shown to improve various
outcomes for individuals with serious mental illness; and motivational
interviewing has shown promise at changing short-term behaviors in areas
such as health.11 Goal setting and coaching models are also being implemented
by specially trained staff who help participants identify goals for change and
coach them through the steps needed to attain them to increase employment.
Rigorous evaluations of this approach are ongoing.12

Peer interaction and mentoring have proven effective.
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Some TANF programs have incorporated peer mentoring, support groups,
and other activities that may help participants encourage and learn from
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Figure 2. Prevalence of select barriers to employment among noncustodial
parents.
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Behavioral science insights are increasingly being
used to boost participant engagement in human
services programs. Modest interventions to help
improve individual decision making (“nudges”) have
been effective across multiple populations.15 For child
support, behavioral interventions such as simplified
agency processes and redesigned communications have
successfully increased the percentage of noncustodial
parents who receive modifications of their child support
order amounts, make monthly payments, and visit the
agency to accept service voluntarily.16

Transportation services remove a common
barrier to work.
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one another.13 And, some child support programs have
stressed the importance of peer interaction and support
as an essential feature of helping noncustodial parents
with personal development that leads to employment.14
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on Poverty, December 2018.

Lack of access to a reliable car or public transportation is
a common barrier to employment for both TANF clients
and low-income noncustodial parents. Numerous studies
have found that transportation access is associated with
improved employment outcomes for welfare clients.17
Potential strategies for helping clients include lifting
vehicle asset limits, and helping individuals save for and
maintain an automobile.18 Similarly, some programs
emphasize provision of practical support services, such as
gas cards, vouchers, bus passes, car insurance, or lifting
driver’s license suspensions due to nonpayment of child
support.19

Supported job placements often prove
successful in short-term.

Programs may better serve hard-to-employ populations
by emphasizing subsidized employment programs
experience or other barriers to employment. Such strategies have successfully placed TANF clients in jobs and boosted short-term
employment and earnings. One randomized controlled trial found that subsidized jobs for TANF clients produced large, statistically
significant gains in employment and reductions in welfare assistance in the short-run, but those impacts faded quickly as individuals
left the temporary jobs.20 Subsidized employment programs have also been found to boost employment for formerly incarcerated and
noncustodial parent populations, although effects fade as the temporary subsidies end.21

Alternative staffing organizations might also be effective.
A related approach to helping hard-to-employ individuals find work is alternative staffing organizations.22 These firms adapt the temporary
staffing business model of providing staffing services to employers for a fee, but place a stronger emphasis on providing greater job
readiness, case management, and support services to boost successful job placements and job retention for the workers.23

Conclusion
TANF and child support programs have developed and implemented a number of strategies for engaging participants in work-related
activities to address program participants’ significant barriers to employment. While some promising practices have been identified,
additional research is needed to prioritize strategies that consistently work for different types of hard-to-employ TANF recipients and
noncustodial parents.
For sources and more information, go to https://www.irp.wisc.edu/resource/helping-the-hard-to-employ-transition-to-employment
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Figure 1. Prevalence of select barriers to employment among TANF recipients.
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